ABSTRACT In real-world networks, an edge (or vertex) may be associated with a transaction database, where each transaction consists of a set of items to describe the attributes or behaviors of the edge (or vertex). This type of graph is named as a transactional graph, and the problem of mining sequential patterns from transactional graphs is to discover the subsequences of transaction sequences that frequently appear in many paths of the graph. Solving this problem can facilitate broad applications ranging from social network analysis to urban computing. However, this task is not trivial due to a large number of sequences existed in the graph. In particular, each path of the graph may induce multiple sequences of transactions, and gathering the transaction sequences induced by all the paths may lead to an extremely large volume. To efficiently approximate the top-k patterns, we propose a Parallelized Sampling-based Approach For Mining Top-k Sequential Patterns, PSMSP, which involves two key techniques: (a) a parallelized unbiased sequence sampling approach based on a sequence balanced graph partition strategy, and (b) a novel PSP-Tree structure to efficiently mine the patterns based on the anti-monotonicity properties. The experimental results on synthetic and real-world datasets demonstrate that the PSMSP can successfully find the sequential patterns with superior efficiency.
I. INTRODUCTION
The graph is a powerful tool to represent social, technological and biological data [6] . With the prevalence of the Internet and social media, massive amounts of networked data have become available, and studies of such networks have led many graph mining tasks such as opinion analysis [4] and community detection [17] . In these studies, the entities (or relationships) modeled by the vertices (or edges) often have labels which are important for solving the problems. However, in many real-world networks, each vertex (or edge) may carry more information than merely a label. For example, in the collaboration networks such as DBLP [1] , each user is associated with a collection of papers that the user has published; in a Twitter-like social network [18] , each edge may carry the comments that one user made to the other user.
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Taking such rich information into consideration can enable more interesting tasks, e.g., sequential pattern mining.
The problem of sequential pattern mining, which discovers frequent subsequences as patterns from a sequence database, has been extensively studied. Many studies have contributed to the efficient mining of sequential patterns, such as PrefixSpan [12] , that are devised to reduce the expensive cost of candidate generation. More recently, motivated by the rich knowledge in the transactional graph, a related but different problem is proposed [9] , which is to perform sequential pattern mining in transactional graphs, aiming to discover the subsequences that frequently appear in many paths of the graph. It is natural to ask whether we can extend the existing sequential pattern mining methods for this new task. Unfortunately, there is no straightforward way as most of existing methods don't account for a transactional graph as input. Moreover, the number of transaction sequences induced by all possible random walks of a transactional graph is extremely huge, demanding more efficient approaches. Despite the fact that a recent study [9] has proposed a sampling algorithm to approximate the sequential patterns in a transactional graph, it still falls short in efficiency.
To fill this gap, we propose to improve the efficiency of finding top-k sequential patterns in transactional graphs through two-stage optimizations. In the sampling stage, a large transactional graph is first partitioned and a parallelized sampling method is then proposed to sample transaction sequences from these partitions. In the mining stage, a novel PSP-Tree structure is developed to prune unqualified candidate patterns. The contributions that we made are summarized as follows.
First, as the prerequisite of the parallelized sampling, a novel graph partitioning strategy called Balanced Sequence Cut is proposed to balance the number of transaction sequences among different partitions, and meanwhile to minimize the communication overhead between adjacent partitions, aiming to reduce the overall sampling time. This strategy is proved to be NP-C. Moreover, to make the sampling procedures in different partitions work independently, a partition enhancement technique is proposed.
Second, to sample the transaction sequences uniformly from different partitions, we first propose an unbiased estimator of the path frequency to sample paths uniformly from different partitions, and then sample transaction sequences uniformly from each sampled path. Despite of this two-step uniform sampling approach, it cannot ensure the final sampling results are uniform. To address this issue, we introduce the weighting mechanism for the sampled paths and transaction sequences.
Third, based on the sampled transaction sequences, we develop a novel Tree of Trees (ToT) structure, PSP-Tree, to mine the approximate top-k patterns. By fully exploring the anti-monotonicity properties, PSP-Tree is able to prune the unqualified patterns as early as possible, and thus can reduce time cost significantly.
Last, we conduct extensive experiments on both synthetic and real-world datasets. The results demonstrate that our proposal can successfully find the top-k sequential patterns from the transactional graphs with a superior efficiency over competitive baselines.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the related work. We formulate the problem in Section III. In Section IV, we describe the proposed methods. A systematic empirical study is reported in Section V. We conclude our work in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
There are three categories of studies related to our work: sequential pattern mining, graph partition for parallel processing and stochastic graph analysis.
A. SEQUENTIAL PATTERN MINING
As illustrated in [21] , the problem of sequential pattern mining, which discovers frequent subsequences as patterns from a sequence database, is related to but quite different from the problem of association rule mining [20] . The major difference between these two problems is that, association rules are rules about what items are occurred together within a transaction (and thus intra-transaction patterns without orders) unlike inter-transaction sequential patterns, which considers the order of transactions. Since it is a well-studied subject in the data mining area, and here we mainly focus on the related studies that apply approximation or parallel methods to improve efficiency. The aim of approximation methods [11] is to maintain a small set of samples with provable quality guarantees. Riondato et al. [14] apply Vapnik-Chervonenkis (VC) dimension to provide tight bounds on the sample size, which is linearly dependent on the VC-dimension of a range space associated with the dataset to be mined. Progressive sampling methods [15] start from small samples and then increment the sampling sizes gradually until meeting the stopping conditions or hitting the upper bound. Distributed techniques are also proposed. Haoyuan et al. [10] parallelize the FP-Growth on distributed machines in order to reduce memory use and computational cost. Ge and Xia [5] develop a memory-efficient distributed dynamic programming approach to mine probabilistic frequent sequential patterns.
In contrast to the above studies, the input of our problem is a transactional graph rather than a sequence database, and thus the above methods cannot be applied directly to this new task. Although a two-step sampling method [9] has been proposed to mine sequential patterns from a transactional graph, it falls short in efficiency as it doesn't apply the parallelized method in the sampling stage nor use effective pruning policies in the mining stage. In this work, we implement [9] as a baseline to compare with.
B. GRAPH PARTITION FOR PARALLEL PROCESSING
In the parallel graph processing frameworks, graph partition techniques, such as the multilevel n-way partitioning scheme [7] , are used to partition and assign graph elements to individual computing units. In order to improve work balance and reduce the communication and storage overhead among different partitions, various graph partition strategies have been devised. Oblivious [16] tries to reduce the replication factor by placing edges incrementally and greedily. However, it performs poorly on heavy-tailed graphs like social networks. HDRF [13] is designed to perform vertex-cuts for vertices with high degrees, but lead to high memory usage.
The workloads in these studies are mainly related to the number of vertices and edges, and thus they ensure work balance by assigning vertices and edges to different partitions. In contrast, we have a different partition object and cost by considering the transaction databases in the transactional graphs.
C. STOCHASTIC GRAPH ANALYSIS
In social networks, due to the uncertain and dynamic user behavior and human activities, deterministic graphs, such as labeled graphs [25] and attributed graphs [26] , may not be suitable to model and analyze the user behaviors. To address this issue, the stochastic graph [22] , where weights associated with edges are defined to be random variables, is proposed to model the social network.
Compared with deterministic networks, the network measures of the stochastic graph and the problems defined on it are quite different. For example, the dynamic single source shortest path problem (DSSSP) [23] defined on the stochastic graph differs from that defined on the deterministic graphs, where the weights of edges on the stochastic graph are assumed to follow an underlying unknown distribution. Vahidipour et al. [24] propose a novel learning automatabased algorithm, which speeds up the process of finding the shortest path.
However, the transactional graph is quite different from the stochastic graph. On one hand, the edge of the transactional graph is associated with a transaction database rather than a random variable on the stochastic graph. On the other hand, the sequential pattern mining problem on the graph, is to discover the frequent subsequences from the transaction sequences in many paths of the graph, which doesn't apply to the stochastic graph without transactions on the edge. Thus, the stochastic graph cannot be used directly to tackle the sequential pattern mining problem proposed in this work.
III. PROBLEM DEFINITION
In this section, we formalize the problem of top-k sequential pattern mining in transactional graphs. We start with an introduction to some preliminary concepts.
A transaction is a tuple of τ = (tid, X ), where tid is a unique transaction-id and X is a set of items. I is a collection of items, where α represents a unique item. We assume that items follow an arbitrary fixed order in each itemset. An itemset Y is contained in X if Y ⊆ X .
In this paper, we mainly discuss the scenario that each transaction is carried by an edge, but the techniques that we propose are general and can also be applied to the scenario where each transaction is carried by a vertex. A transactional graph is a directed graph G = (V , E, T), where V is a finite set of vertices, E ⊆ V × V is a set of directed edges and T is a set of transaction databases. Hereafter a transactional graph is also called a graph for short.
A (directed) path p in G is a sequence of edges p = e 1 , . . . , e h , where e i and e i+1 (1 ≤ i < h) are incident, and the length of the path is len(p) = h. For e 1 = e(u 1 , v 1 ), u 1 is called the starting vertex of p. Note that we only consider simple paths in this paper, that is, a path doesn't contain any circle.
We are interested in sequential patterns carried by directed paths in the graph. Formally, a transaction sequence in G, denoted by ts = τ 1 , . . . , τ h , is a sequence of transactions such that there exists a path p = e 1 , . . . , e h and τ i ∈ T e i for 1 ≤ i ≤ h. In such case, we say ts is supported by p and the length of ts is len(ts) = h.
A sequential pattern s = X 1 , . . . , X h is a series of itemsets, and it is said to be contained by a transaction sequence ts = τ 1 , . . . , τ h if X i ⊆ τ i for 1 ≤ i ≤ h; i.e., X i is an itemset of the transaction τ i , and it is also called the i-th itemset of ts.
Denote D l as the set of all length-l transaction sequences supported by paths in G. The support and frequency of a pattern s in D l , denoted by sup(s) and f (s) respectively, are the number and the proportion of unique transaction sequences in D l that contain s. Fig. 1 shows a transactional graph G and the set of length-3 transaction sequences D 3 .
Then the problem definition of the sequential pattern mining in transactional graphs is given as follows.
Problem 1: Given a transactional graph G, an integer k > 0 and a fixed length l > 0, the problem of finding the top-k sequential patterns is to find the top-k patterns of length l that have the largest frequencies in D l of G.
For example, given G in Fig. 1 , the top-6 length-3 patterns when k = 6 and l = 3 are (a)(c)(c) , (a, c)(c)(c) , (a)(a)(c) , (a)(b)(c) , (a)(c)(b) , and (a)(c)(a) . Table 1 summarizes the frequently used notations in this paper.
Remark 1: The problem of finding the top-k sequential patterns in transactional graphs is #-hard, no matter the transaction databases are associated with vertices or edges. However, given the same path length l, the number of transaction sequences (i.e., |D l | ) in these two types of transactional graphs are different. Specifically, for the case where the transaction databases are carried by vertices, denote C v as the 
IV. PSMSP: THE PARALLELIZED SAMPLING-BASED METHOD
In this section, we introduce our PSMSP method in the scenario that each edge carries a transaction database. Note that this method can also be naturally applied to the scenario where the transaction databases are built on vertices. The overall procedure consists of two stages, the parallelized sampling stage and the PSP-Tree mining stage. The goal of the first stage is to sample a set of transaction sequences from all the transaction sequences in a parallel manner. In particular, we partition the whole transactional graph into multiple components, and enhance each component with the necessary information in the adjacent components to reduce their communication overhead. We then apply a weighted twostep sampling approach for each component in parallel to obtain the uniformly distributed samples. These samples and the corresponding weights then serve as input to the second stage to obtain the approximate top-k sequential patterns. The PSP-Tree is designed to prune unnecessary checking as early as possible by leveraging the anti-monotonicity properties. We describe these steps in detail as follows.
A. GRAPH PARTITIONING WITH THE BALANCED SEQUENCE CUT STRATEGY
To support the parallelized sampling, it's essential to partition a transactional graph into smaller components. Placing the graph elements plays a central role in minimizing communication and ensuring work balance. A common approach to place a graph on a cluster of m computing units is to evenly assign vertices to m units and minimize the number of edges spanning units. Unfortunately, this approach doesn't consider a transactional graph as input, and thus perform poorly on our problem where the workloads mainly depend on the number of transaction sequences. To address this issue, we propose a new partition problem called Balanced Sequence Cut, which ensures work balance among partitions and minimizes the number of transaction sequences spanning partitions. We first introduce necessary notations, and then formally describe this problem.
Let G be a partition of G(V , E), which divides E into m disjoint groups {E 1 , . . . , E m }. G i is the graph induced by E i . We say a transaction sequence ts is supported by e, if ts is supported by p and e ∈ p. ts belongs to G i , if all the edges that support ts belong to G i . The set of all transaction sequences in G i with path length l, is denoted by D i l and |D i l | denotes as its volume. ts is said to be cut, if there exist two edges supporting ts but they belong to different partitions. Next, we define:
Problem 2 (Balanced Sequence Cut): Given a transactional graph G, an integer m > 0, a fixed length l > 0 and an imbalance parameter ≥ 1, the problem of Balanced Sequence Cut for G, is to partition E into m disjoint subsets
m , while minimizing the number of length-l transaction sequences that span multiple partitions.
Theorem 1: Balanced Sequence Cut problem is NP-C.
Proof 1 (Sketch):
We prove this problem by a reduction from the Hypergraph Partition problem [8] , which is to partition the vertices of a hypergraph into multiple roughly equal parts while minimizing the number of hyperedges that span different partitions. Specifically, we construct a transactional graph G = (V , E, T), which is a collection of disjoint directed acyclic graphs. Each directed acyclic graph is built as a single path p = e 1 , . . . , e l with l edges and each edge e is associated with a transaction database T e . Thus, it is obvious that the number of sequences in p is l q=1 |T e q |. Based on G, we then construct a weighted hypergraph H = (V , E), where E is a set of weighted hyperedges. A weighted hyperedge E, whose weight is equal to l q=1 |T e q |, is a set of vertices existed in p. Apparently, this reduction step takes polynomial time. Now the problem of partitioning G is equivalent to the problem of partitioning H , i.e., minimizing the number of length-l transaction sequences spanning multiple partitions in G can be achieved by minimizing the number of hyperedges spanning different partitions in H . Thus, as the Hypergraph Partition problem, the Balanced Sequence Cut problem is NP-C.
We then describe how to solve Problem 2. The key idea is to build a weighted directed graph based on G, where the weight on an edge is the number of transaction sequences supported by the paths starting from this edge. Then we can partition the weighted directed graph with off-the-shelf partition methods such as [7] .
We now explain the steps to construct the weighted graph. For graph G(V , E), we build the corresponding weighted graph H = (V H , E H , W H ), where V H = V , E H = E and W H is the set of weights for the edges. Obviously, as G and H share the same sets of vertices and edges, their sets of paths are also the same. We then derive the weight for FIGURE 2. An example for the 2-enhanced partition of G in Fig. 1 , where the enhanced parts are in the dashed lines. The number on the edge e denotes its weight, i.e., the number of transaction sequences starting from e. each edge. E.g., for edge e(u, v), denote P e as the collection of length-l paths starting from e and p i (e) as the i-th path in P e . The number of transaction sequences supported by
As e may be a starting edge of multiple paths in P e , the total number of length-l transaction sequences starting from e would be
|, which is the weight of e in H. Please note that, for those edges that cannot be the starting edges of any paths, their weights will be 0.
B. L-ENHANCED PARTITION
When the weighted graph H is partitioned, some of its vertices would be cut. Consequently, the paths supported by these vertices would also be cut, leading to cross-partition communication overheads. To address this issue, we propose to enhance each partition with the remaining cut path information which is originally assigned to other partitions, making it have the complete path information. Meanwhile, we need to ensure that each path exists in just one partition, which would make the sampling process in each partition work independently, without the help from other partitions. This partition enhancement technique is called l-enhanced partition.
Definition 1 (l-Enhanced Partition): Given a partition G i (V i , E i ) of H and the path length l, denote E + as the set of additional edges beyond G i that can be reached from an edge e ∈ E i through a path in H whose length is at most l. P + l is the set of all the length-l paths with the starting edges in E i and the end edges in Figure 2 shows an example of the 2-enhanced partition, in which G 1 and G 2 are graphs induced from In the following subsection, we will introduce how to sample transaction sequences from these enhanced partitions.
C. THE PARALLELIZED TRANSACTION SEQUENCE SAMPLING METHOD
Our proposed parallelized sampling method is based on the two-step sampling framework proposed in [9] . It first samples equal numbers of length-l paths uniformly (i.e., path sampling) and then samples transaction sequences from each sampled path uniformly (i.e., sequence sampling). However, it would perform poorly in the parallelized environment where the paths and sequences in different partitions are unevenly distributed. To address this issue, we first propose the unbiased estimator for the path frequency, and then develop a weighting scheme for the sampled paths and sequences based on the estimator. With the weighting scheme, we can ensure the probability distributions of the sampled sequences from different partitions are uniform.
We now describe the unbiased estimatorĝ(p) for the path frequency g(p), where p denotes a path. We denote P l as the set of all length-l paths in G. Given a set of enhanced 
where h (1 ≤ h ≤ µ) denotes the index of a sample.
Theorem 2: For a path p,ĝ(p) is an unbiased estimator of g(p).
Proof 2: Y ij (h) and W i (h) are independent random variables, and we have
To ensure uniform sampling, we need to introduce the weights for the sampled paths and the sampled transaction for h = 1 → µ do 4: Sample a path p h uniformly from G + i and calculate ϕ(p h ).
5:
Sample a transaction sequence ts h uniformly from p h and calculate ϕ(ts h ). 6 :
end for 8: end for 9: return S l .
sequences. Eq. 3 provides a guide on how to obtain such weights for different partitions. By observing Eq. 3, we find both the denominator and W i (h) would keep still for different partitions, and thus we only need to look at
, which can be treated as a weighted sum of the sampled paths. Therefore, for p, we define its weight
It can be observed that, for the paths from the same partition, they will share the same weight. With the weight of a sampled path, we then define the weight of a transaction sequence supported by this path. By combining with the estimator for the transaction sequence proposed in [9] , we derive the weight of a transaction sequence ts supported by p as ϕ(ts) = ϕ(p)Z , where Z = l q=1 |T e q | is the number of all transaction sequences supported by p.
We outline the parallelized sampling framework in Algorithm 1. Given the enhanced partition set G + = {G + 1 , . . . , G + m }, we draw µ samples from each partition and the total sample size is thus mµ. For each partition G + i , in its h-th iteration, we first sample a path p h uniformly and calculate its weight ϕ(p h ) (Line 4). We then sample a transaction sequence ts h from p h and calculate its weight ϕ(ts h ) (Line 5). ts h and ϕ(ts h ) are then added into the set S l (Line 6). At last, we output S l , which consists of all the sampled transaction sequences and the corresponding weights.
D. MINING PATTERNS WITH PSP-TREE
In this section, we devise an efficient approach to mine the top-k sequential patterns with the sampled transaction sequences and their weights. We propose a novel Tree of Trees (ToT) model, PSP-Tree, where each node of the main (pattern) tree itself may contain another (itemset-specific) tree. This new model enables to prune unqualified patterns earlier in a broader context and avoid checking unqualified itemsets within a pattern at a finer granularity. We first give a proposition as follows. Proposition 1 provides an effective mining method that can prune unqualified length-l patterns earlier. We consider this mining process as constructing a pattern with l slots, and trying to fill each slot with the itemsets to meet the requirement of the min_sup. A conventional way, such as PrefixSpan [12] , is to enumerate all the appropriate itemsets for the first slot, then for the second slot, and so on. E.g., for the sequence (a, b, c)(a, c)(a, c) , it will first look at the prefix (a) (whose suffix is (_, b, c)(a, c)(a, c) ), checking whether its count is greater than or equal to min_sup, then grows it to the prefix (a, b) (whose suffix is (_, c)(a, c)(a, c) ), performing the same checking. It continues until all the possible itemsets for the first slot are checked, and this process repeats when the pattern grows to the second slot, the third slot, and so on. Different from the conventional method, we propose a broad traversing policy, which quickly generates a length-l pattern by filling each slot with only one item. E.g., we directly generate (a)(a)(a) for the above example. We then check whether the count of each item in this pattern is greater than or equal to min_sup. If so, we further grow it to the prefix (a, b)(a)(a) , and perform the checking. Otherwise, we can avoid growing this pattern and the corresponding checking according to Proposition 1. Compared to the conventional method, our proposal can prune unqualified patterns earlier from a broader perspective, and thus avoiding large amounts of unnecessary finer-grained checking for the itemsets within each slot.
To mine the top-k sequential patterns efficiently with the broad traversing policy, we propose the novel PSP-Tree structure, denoted by T . The i-th node of T is denoted by n i , which contains an item β i with its occurrence, and a FP-Tree [12] T n i . T n i is used to represent the itemsets containing β i with their occurrences, and its root is β i . The occurrence of the q-th itemset X q is the frequency of transaction sequences containing X q , defined in Eq. 4, where U h (X q ) is an indicator function defined in Eq. 5.
1 if the q-th transaction of the h-th sample containsX q 0 otherwise (5) With the pre-computed occurrence of β i , we can determine whether to build n i in the main tree by comparing this occurrence to the k-th largest frequency of patterns. for Each item β q at q-th (2 ≤ q ≤ l) slot of S l do 8: Compute (β q |β 1 , . . . , β q−1 ) according to Eq. 4.
9:
if (β q |β 1 , . . . , β q−1 ) ≥ min_sup then 10: Build n q j for β q .
11:
end if 12: end for 13: Update min_sup as the k-th largest support of patterns.
14:
Prune l-th layer nodes whose occurrences are less than min_sup.
15:
Prune the nodes which are not l-th layer nodes and have no descendant nodes. 16: end if 17: end for 18: // Step 2. Generate FP-Trees for each node of T . 19: Build T n q for the node n q at q-th layer of T . 20: // Step 3. Select the final top-k patterns. 21: Recompute the support of patterns according to Eq. 6 and put top-k ones that have the largest supports into . 22: return .
For clarity, T is called a main tree and T n i is called a itemset-specific tree. The number of layers of T is l + 1, and root is at the 0-th layer. The itemsets of each node n i can be easily extracted from T n i . For the example in Fig. 3 , the main tree has 12 nodes shown in the solid lines. n 0 is the root node with β 0 = ∅ and T n 0 = ∅. n 1 contains an item a and T n 1 , and the occurrence of a is 12. The itemsets that are derived from n 1 are {(a), (a, c)}. n 5 is a child of n 1 and n 13 is a child of n 5 .
The overall mining process with the PSP-Tree T is outlined in Algorithm 2, consisting of three main steps: (1) generate nodes for main tree T , (2) generate a itemset-specific tree for each node of T , and (3) select top-k patterns as output.
In
Step (1), we first initialize the root node of T and the parameter min_sup, which represents the k-th largest support of current patterns (Line 2). Then, we generate the firstlayer nodes and compute their occurrences according to Eq. 4 (Line 3). These nodes will be sorted in descending order according to their occurrences (Line 4). Then we generate the descendant nodes for each first-layer node following this T n 1 is a FP-Tree of the node n 1 , where the root node is a that is the item of n 1 . The pattern (a)(c)(c) can be obtained by traversing the nodes n 1 , n 7 and n 19 sequentially. Specifically, the pattern (ac)(c)(c) can be obtained by visiting T n 1 of n 1 to get (ac) first, and then traversing the nodes n 7 and n 19 sequentially. The numbers in red indicate the mining order and the nodes with dashed lines are pruned during the mining process.
order. For a specific first-layer node, the descendant nodes are built iteratively in a top-down manner as the lengths of patterns increase (Line 7-12).
For example, in Fig. 3 , we start from n 1 who has the largest occurrence in the first layer, and we generate its next-layer descendant nodes n 5 , n 6 and n 7 . According to their occurrences, n 7 is first selected to generate its descends (e.g., n 17 ), followed by n 5 , n 6 . After generating all the descendant nodes of n 1 , we repeat this process for another firstlayer node n 3 , then followed by n 2 and n 4 , according to the descending order of their occurrences. The generation order is denoted with red numbers in Fig. 3 . This well-designed order can help us quickly increment min_sup to a large number (Line 13) and enables to prune unqualified nodes as early as possible if their occurrences are less than min_sup (Line 9). After reaching the l-th layer, unqualified nodes on l-th layer will also be pruned (Line 14). With the removal of the unqualified patterns, some nodes may lack enough descendant nodes to form a length-l pattern, and will also be removed (Line 15).
Step (2), we build FP-Tree T n q for each main tree node n q (Line 19). We first select one descendant node of n q at the l-th layer, who has the largest occurrence among all the descendants of n q at l-th layer, and denote it as n l . Traversing T reversely from n l , we obtain a sequence of nodes n 1 , . . . , n q , . . . , n l , where n q−1 is the parent of n q (1 ≤ q < l). For a specific itemset X (n q ) i of n q , if the sequence (n 1 .β 1 ) , . . . , (n q .X (n q ) i ), . . . , (n l .β l ) has a support larger than or equal to min_sup, we then build a new node in T n q to represent X (n q ) i . For example, in Fig. 3 , we aim to build T n 1 for n 1 with min_sup = 6. We first select n 19 from the descendants of n 1 at the 3-rd layer as n 19 has the largest occurrence. Traversing T reversely from n 19 , we obtain n 1 , n 7 , n 19 . For  itemsets (a, c) and (a, b) , we find the support of the sequence (a, c), (n 7 .c), (n 19 .c) is 8, larger than min_sup, while the support of the sequence (a, b), (n 7 .c), (n 19 .c) is 4, less than min_sup. Thus, we build a node for (a, c) rather than for (a, b) in T n 1 . This method can avoid building unqualified nodes and thus improve efficiency.
Although we have kept updating min_sup in Step (2), the number of remaining patterns in the main tree may be VOLUME 7, 2019 TABLE 2. The statistics of the datasets. The symbol ''-'' indicates that we cannot obtain the statistics owing to the limited capacity of our main memory.
still larger than k. Thus, we introduce Step (3), for all the remaining patterns in the tree, we compute their supports according to Eq. 6 and select top-k patterns that have the largest supports (Lines 20-21) as the final output (Line 22).
V. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of our proposed algorithms on synthetic and real-world networks.
A. EVALUATION DATASETS
The following 3 datasets are used.
• SYN is a synthetic dataset, where the network consists of 28 edges and 24 vertices. Each edge is randomly assigned a set of transactions, which are generated by [2] .
• AIR is a flight routing network published in [3] .We build our graph by treating each airport as a vertex and each airline as a directed edge. Each transaction on the edge is a piece of route information, such as source and destination airport information.
• CN is a collaboration network built from DBLP [1] . We build CN1 and CN2 randomly with different sizes, by treating each paper as a vertex and each citation as a directed edge. Each transaction on an edge corresponds to a set of topics extracted from the paper and each edge has a collection of transactions. The statistics of the datasets are listed in Table 2 , where ''#Vertices'' represents the number of vertices, ''#Edges'' represents the number of edges, ''#Trans'' represents the number of unique transactions in G, ''Average #items/trans'' represents the average number of items in a transaction, ''#S for l = 2'' and ''#S for l = 3'' represent the number of all the transaction sequences for l = 2, 3.
B. COMPARISON METHODS AND EVALUATION METRICS
The following comparison methods are used.
• PSMSP is a full implementation of the proposed approach, using the balanced sequence cut, parallelized sampling and PSP-Tree as the partitioning, sampling and mining policies.
• PSMSP-R differs from our full implementation in that it adopts random partitioning instead of the balanced sequence cut policy.
• PSMSP-NWAY [7] adopts a multilevel n-way partitioning method instead of the balanced sequence cut policy, and is used for partition policy comparison.
• PrefixSpan [12] is a widely used algorithm to mine frequent sequences. We first obtain the complete transaction sequences and then extract top-k patterns.
• RPS first samples random paths with the random path sampling method proposed in [27] with low computational overhead, and then it uses the PSP-Tree to mine patterns. The random path sampling works as follows. It first selects an edge from the graph randomly, and then randomly selects the next edge that is incident to the previously selected edge. This process iterates until the path length reaches l.
• TSPMG [9] is a state-of-the-art sampling-based algorithm to extract top-k sequential patterns. It uses PrefixSpan in its mining process.
• TSPMG-PSP improves TSPMG by using the PSP-Tree instead of PrefixSpan to mine top-k sequential patterns. To evaluate these methods, we use Average Precision (AP, see [9] ) in measuring the similarity between the ranked lists of the exact and the approximate top-k sequential patterns. We also measure the running time for the sampling process and mining process respectively.
C. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
All algorithms were implemented in Java and compiled with JRE 9. All experiments were performed on a Windows 10 system with 64 GB main memory and 4.00 GHz CPU. We use 4 threads for running parallelized algorithms. We set l = 2, 3 respectively and k = 50, 100, 200, 300. For evaluating the performance of partitioning, we set the number of partitions |G| = 4 for SYN and AIR, and for CN1 and CN2 we set |G| = 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 200, 300 respectively. The sample sizes are set as follows. Denote S l as the set of the sampled transaction sequences for path length l and |S l | as the volume. 
D. THE EFFECTIVENESS AND EFFICIENCY OF OUR METHOD
In this section, we report the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed method on all the datasets. Since the sizes of SYN and AIR are small, we are able to obtain the exact ranked lists of the top-k sequential patterns by using PrefixSpan. 
Then these results are used as the ground truth to evaluate the precision of the sampling-based methods. For the larger datasets CN1 and CN2 with l = 2, 3, we use the ranked list of patterns generated by using a larger sample size |S l | = 10 × 10 6 as the pseudo ground truth for evaluation. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the AP of the comparison methods with different values of k for l = 2 and l = 3, respectively. PrefixSpan always has AP of 1.0 since it indicates the ground truth results. It can be observed that, for different values of k, the ranked lists of patterns produced by the samplingbased methods, including TSPMG, TSPMG-PSP, PSMSP-R and PSMSP, can match those of PrefixSpan. It indicates that, for different values of k, these sampling techniques are effective and can successfully obtain almost the same ranked lists as PrefixSpan. In addition, the results also demonstrate that as the sample size increases, the estimation error of pattern frequency decreases. Please note that, for different values of k, RPS has lower AP than other sampling-based techniques. The reason is that, RPS uses random path sampling rather than uniform sampling as the sampling method. We thus can conclude that, PSMSP is robust and can get a better estimation precision given a larger sampling size with this method. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show the total time of the comparison methods with different values of k for l = 2 and l = 3, respectively. Note that, PrefixSpan performs on the complete set of transaction sequences, and thus its time cost is not affected as the sample sizes change. Given the same value of k, for TSPMG, TSPMG-PSP, RPS, PSMSP-R and PSMSP, the time cost increases when the sample size increases due VOLUME 7, 2019 
to the larger time cost in sampling and mining processing. TSPMG-PSP is faster than TSPMG due to the adoption of the efficient PSP-Tree. RPS is faster than TSPMG and TSPMG-PSP as it uses random path sampling. However, due to the same reason, it cannot achieve a good approximation, which is shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 . PSMSP is faster than PSMSP-R since PSMSP uses the balanced sequence cut instead of the random graph partitioning. For different values of k, the time cost of TSPMG, TSPMG-PSP, RPS, PSMSP-R and PSMSP increase when k increases, since a larger k leads to a larger time cost in the mining stage. Given a specific sample size, the proposed PSMSP outperforms the other sampling-based methods TSPMG, TSPMG-PSP, RPS and PSMSP-R in terms of efficiency.
In summary, compared to the non-sampling baseline (i.e., PrefixSpan), our sampling-based method PSMSP can achieve nearly the same top-k sequential patterns (and thus the precision is almost not affected), but with a much better efficiency. Compared to other sampling baselines, our method PSMSP can further improve the efficiency. In the following subsections, we will evaluate the effectiveness of the parallelized sampling technique and the PSP-Tree in detail, respectively.
E. THE EFFICIENCY OF THE PARALLELIZED SAMPLING
In this section, we report the experimental results about the efficiency of the partition policy and the parallelized sampling on the large datasets CN1 and CN2 by varying the partition size and the values of k. Please note that our parallelized sampling techniques are proposed to deal with large networks and thus here we don't report the results on SYN and AIR as their network sizes are too small. As the performance trends 
when |S l | = 2×10 5 , 4×10 5 , 6×10 5 are similar to that when |S l | = 8 × 10 5 , we just use the results when |S l | = 8 × 10 5 to illustrate the performances of the different partition policies. Please also mote that, as the serial sampling method (i.e., TSPMG) is much too slow for large-scale networks compared to our parallelized methods, we don't report its results here. Fig. 8 (a)-(d) show the sampling time of PSMSP by varying the values of k from 50 to 300. For both l = 2 and l = 3, the sampling time increases almost linearly when the sample size increases. This demonstrates the superior scalability of the proposed PSMSP method. Note that, given the same path length and sample size, the time cost is almost the same for different values of k. This shows that, the sampling time is independent of the values of k. Fig. 9 (a)-(d) show the sampling time of PSMSP-R, PSMSP-NWAY and PSMSP by varying the partition size. Note that, as the serial sampling method (i.e., TSPMG) is much too slow for large-scale networks compared to our parallelized methods, we don't report its results here. It can be observed that as the partition size increases, the sampling time decreases, which validates that the parallelized sampling method is effective and scalable for large-scale networks. We can also observe that as the partition size increases, the decreasing rate of the sampling time gets smaller. This makes sense because a greater number of parallelized jobs will lead to larger overhead of job scheduling among these jobs. The sampling time on CN2 is greater than that on CN1, as the size of CN2 is larger than that of CN1. The results VOLUME 7, 2019 also show that PSMSP performs better than PSMSP-R and PSMSP-NWAY since PSMSP uses the balanced sequence cut policy to partition the graph, which validates the effectiveness of this policy.
F. THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE PSP-TREE
We now compare the efficiency of the methods working with and without the PSP-Tree. The results of the mining time of TSPMG, TSPMG-PSP, PSMSP-R and PSMSP on CN1 and 
CN2 with different values of k are shown in Fig. 10 . It can be observed that, given the same value of k, TSPMG-PSP, PSMSP-R and PSMSP have similar mining time, as they all adopt the PSP-Tree in the mining stage. In addition, they all run much faster than TSPMG as TSPMG uses the slow PrefixSpan rather than PSP-Tree. The results also show that VOLUME 7, 2019 the efficiency gap between TSPMG and other methods get greater as the sample size increases. The reason is that according to Proposition 1, PSP-Tree can efficiently prune unnecessary intermediate mining results, and this pruning policy is more effective for a larger amount of transaction sequences. For different values of k, the mining time increases when the value of k increases. The reason is that, when k increases, it needs more time to prune unqualified patterns and reserve the top-k ones.
G. DISCUSSION ON VARYING THE NUMBER OF EDGES FOR EACH VERTEX
We now show the sampling and mining time by varying the number of edges for each vertex on different datasets. Specifically, we only retain part of the edges to see how running time varies. As SYN and AIR are too small, we only report the results on CN1 and CN2.
To see how our proposal performs with varying sizes in edges of vertices, we randomly retain a certain percent of the edges for each vertex, and show the sampling time and mining time with different percents in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 respectively. As shown in Fig. 11 , given the same percent of edges, the sampling time cost increases when the sample size increases. This is because a larger sample size leads to longer time to sample transaction sequences. For the same sample size, the sampling time increases when the number of edges of each vertex increases. The reason is that, according to Eq. 3, it costs more time to compute the total number of paths as well as the probability to sample paths and transaction sequences.
As shown in Fig. 12 , given the same percent of edges, the mining time cost increases when the sample size increases. This is because a larger sample size leads to longer time to approximate the top-k sequential patterns. For the same sample size, the mining time increases when the number of edges for each vertex increases, as the average difference between the frequencies of the top-i and i + 1 patterns may decrease. Thus, given the same sample size, it costs more time to prune unqualified patterns, leading to the increasing of the mining time.
H. DISCUSSION ON THE APPLICATION IN COMPUTER INDUSTRY
In this section, we discuss how to use our proposed method in practice. We first introduce some practical application examples and then analyze how to select the sample size, the value of k and the proper method.
1) PRACTICAL APPLICATION EXAMPLES
In this section, we first introduce some practical application examples. Our problem has significant applications such as the social networks and the collaboration networks.
For example, in the social networks, such as Twitter and Youtube, a vertex can model a user and the directed edge can model the friendship between two users. Each edge can be associated with a transaction database, that stores the posted contents from one user to another. Specifically, a transaction database consists of a collection of transactions, where each transaction corresponds to a piece of tweet. For each transaction, it consists of a set of items, where each item may correspond to a keyword or a piece of video clip contained in this tweet. Finding interesting patterns in this transactional graph may lead to interesting patterns. Specifically, a sequential pattern (AI, Alpha Go) → (deep learning, DeepMind) indicates that it happens frequently that a user A posts some tweets about AI and Alpha Go to another user B, and then B posts some tweets about deep learning and DeepMind to a third user C.
As another example, in the collaboration networks such as DBLP, a vertex can model an author and the directed edge can model the citation relationship between two authors. Each edge can be associated with a transaction database, where each transaction of this database corresponds to one paper. For each transaction, it consists of a set of items, which can be a set of keywords extracted from that paper. The interesting patterns in this transactional graph can indicate the trends of research interests. Specifically, a sequential pattern (machine learning, social network) → (approximation algorithm) indicates that it happens frequently that an author B cites some papers published by an author A about machine learning and social network, and a third author C cites some papers published by B about approximation algorithm.
2) THE SELECTION FOR PROPER METHODS
Here we first analyze the performance with different parameters, such as the sample size and the value of k. Then we introduce the situations that are suitable for the proposed methods.
The selection for the sample size. Theorem 8 proposed in [9] defines the theoretical bound of the sample size that enables us to obtain the high-quality approximation of top-k sequential patterns. However, it leads to much time cost in the sampling and mining stage. To reduce the computational overhead, we can determine the sample size as follows.
Let L i (k) and L i+1 (k) be the ranked lists of patterns obtained by the proposed sampling based method from the i-th and i + 1-th sampling, where the j-th patterns in L i (k) and L i+1 (k) are denoted as s i j and s i+1 j respectively. Note that, the sampling follows a progressive strategy, that is, it starts with a small sample and increases the sample size progressively. Denotef (s) = , which represents the average error between the pattern frequencies obtained by the proposed sampling based method from the i-th and i + 1-th sampling. If AME(k) is smaller than a userdefined threshold, we consider that the sample size can enable us to achieve a good approximation.
The selection for the value of k. In our problem, k is an input parameter, which allows the user to select any value of k. However, as shown in Fig. 6 and 7 , the time cost increases with the increasing of k. Thus, from the perspective of efficiency, we suggest the user select a small value of k and then much time cost can be avoided in the mining stage.
In summary, for small size datasets, path lengths and values of k, TSPMG and PSMSP are both appropriate for approximating top-k sequential patterns in transactional graphs. For large graphs, path lengths or values of k, PSMSP is better than the other methods as it can achieve nearly the same top-k sequential patterns as PrefixSpan, but with much better efficiency.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose to tackle the problem of finding topk sequential patterns efficiently with a parallelized samplingbased approach, PSMSP. We first partition the transactional graph with the proposed Balanced Sequence Cut strategy, and sample transaction sequences from different partitions uniformly with the unbiased estimator of frequencies. We then propose a PSP-Tree that can prune unqualified patterns safely and efficiently in the mining process to obtain the top-k sequential patterns. Our experiments demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed methods. As future work, we will focus on the following open problems. First, one potential direction is to implement the proposed method on distributed frameworks, such as Hadoop and Spark. Specifically, the transaction sequences are sampled in a single machine in this paper rather than in a distributed cluster with multiple machines. To address this issue, the method of distributed sampling is required. Second, it would be interesting to study how to mine sequential patterns in the stochastic graph. Different from the transactional graph, the stochastic graph is dynamic. And the sliding window technique that samples graphs after each specific time interval may be a feasible solution. Last but not least, we will attempt to mine sequential patterns with PMSMP in the practical applications of social networks. 
